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Administrative
Leadership
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Founded in 1905, Concordia University-Portland
is an accredited, nonprofit, Christian university
committed to sharing our Lutheran values of
open discourse, intellectual inquiry, justice,
compassion, diversity, and inclusion to prepare
leaders for the transformation of society.
Concordia’s College of Education is one of the most
respected names in learning today. Using forwardthinking knowledge based on emerging research,
Concordia-trained professionals continue to change
the world student by student. Connected through
an active, professional network already 20,000
alumni strong, our educators represent one of the
nation’s largest groups of MEd recipients (IPEDS
2016) with growing numbers of EdD graduates
elevating our impact each semester.

CO NCO RDI A UNI V E RS IT Y ’S
DOC TO R ATE O F E DUC ATIO N
PROG R A M
Through intensive curricula, scholarly discussions,
and instruction from highly regarded professors, our
Doctorate of Education (EdD) program offers the skills
needed to be an effective, transformational leader—a
leader who listens and inspires ethical change. Each
of our five leadership-focused concentrations can
be completed 100% online—incorporating a unique
Virtual Residency component—so you can log in at any
time of day to connect with your professors and fellow
candidates. All you need to take the first step is an
internet connection, an open mind, and the desire to
influence the future of education.

CO NCO RDI A UNI V E RS IT Y ’S
E DUC ATIO N S PECI A LIS T
PROG R A M
If you would like to continue your post-graduate studies
but neither want nor need to write a dissertation, our
Education Specialist (EdS) degree program may be the
ideal fit for you. Through Concordia’s EdS program, you
can take your education beyond the master’s degree
level, advance your career, and make a greater impact
in your field and in your community.

If you’re passionate about next-generation learning,
Concordia is the university leading the way and shaping
the future of education.
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EdD or EdS in
Administrative
Leadership

If you’re an administrator eager to advance
in public or private sector professional
and institutional management, this is the
concentration for you. Available 100%
online, this program is designed for those
with at least three years of administrative

AT A G L A NCE
EdD PROGRAM
- 59 credit-hour program

experience, who hold positions such
as chief executives, superintendents,
nonprofit organization administrators,

- Innovative program can be completed
in 3 years (minimum)

higher education program directors,

EdS PROGRAM

administrators, health care administrators,

- 36 credit-hour program

and certainly experienced K-12 principals

- Program can be completed in
less than 2 years

or assistant principals with current

organizational executives, law enforcement

administrative licensure.

100% ONLINE OR ON CAMPUS IN
PORTLAND, OREGON

You’ll follow a curriculum that encompasses

CURRENT AND RELEVANT CURRICULUM

visionary leadership, policy development,

ACCREDITED BY THE NORTHWEST
COMMISSION ON COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES (NWCCU)

leading a “learning” organization,
instructional improvement, effective
management, inclusive practice, ethical
leadership, and political, legal, and

LE T’S C H AT

socio-economic contexts of leadership and
administration—truly a broad array of skills
to prepare you to be an effective

CALL: 1-888-313-8903
APPLY ONLINE: education.cu-portland.edu/apply

administrative leader.

QUESTIONS: education.cu-portland.edu
EMAIL: admissions@education.cu-portland.edu
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ADMINISTRATIVE
LEADERSHIP OBJECTIVES
The Administrative Leadership concentration
develops transformative leaders who:
- Exhibit executive leadership traits like critical
thinking, creative problem-solving, and
informed decision-making
-U
 nderstand the principles of effectively leading
a learning community across diverse racial,
ethnic, religious, and linguistic barriers
- Demonstrate an ability to embrace the often
chaotic nature of education management and
discover solutions “in the whitewater”
- Engage in democratic participation to reframe
the discourse and forces that influence
the policies and practices of the American
education
- Translate scholarly research and analysis into
meaningful action

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The Concordia University-Portland EdD and EdS programs
focus on developing reflective practitioners and
transformative leaders who:
-U
 nderstand the theoretical bases of practice, are able to
turn theory into action, and can utilize skills and strategies to
improve practice
-A
 re critically aware of their own assumptions, seek new,
innovative, and productive paradigms that move problem
solving beyond current perceived solutions
-A
 pply organizational skills and strategies, apply capacitybuilding program analyses, and have a willingness to recognize
need and confront it with reason and grace
-A
 re well-grounded with a solid ethical, moral, and faith-based
perspectives on truth-telling, service to others, and living
with integrity
-E
 mploy professional organizational structures and personal
skills to facilitate effective and comprehensive change,
communication, decision-making, and problem-surfacing,
defining, and solving
-U
 nderstand purposeful collaboration, democratic
participation, and choice as a guiding style that produces
strong and powerful results
-H
 ave the capacity to meld reason and imagination, analysis
and hunch, and accept a tolerance for ambiguity
-S
 ee research as a quantitative-qualitative continuum, action
inquiry as a model of continuous improvement, and accept and
value that truth is fragile and requires grueling effort to discover
and sustain
-H
 ave a willingness to think and act critically, unravel
dense meaning, and probe complicated projects with sense
and clarity
- V iew themselves as scholars who are committed to study as
intentional, intriguing, and inspiring

LE T’S C H AT

CALL: 1-888-313-8903
APPLY ONLINE: education.cu-portland.edu/apply

-D
 evelop an awareness of their own biases and beliefs as they
strive to promote equity in the areas of culture, ethnicity,
gender, and sexual orientation, and thereby improve their
current practice
-R
 ecognize the transformative power and inherent limitations
of contemporary technology as it is implemented in their
professional work

QUESTIONS: education.cu-portland.edu
EMAIL: admissions@education.cu-portland.edu
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EdD PROG R A M SCHE DULE
Classes are 8 weeks in length, and are limited to 20 candidates to support quality discussions.
Year 1 (21) Credits CORE & CONCENTRATION CURRICULUM
In year one candidates develop foundational knowledge and skills in the Core Curriculum, Scholarly Writing Series, and initial
Concentration Curriculum. The year culminates in the submission of a Comprehensive Connection Paper that demonstrates
the candidate’s skills for analysis, synthesis, application, and connection of ideas to a research problem or problems.
SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

SESSION 4

SESSION 5

SESSION 6

EDDC 700 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing Identity

EDDC 701 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing - Style

EDDC 702 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing Analysis

EDDC 703 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing Synthesis

EDDC 704 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing - Issue
Exploration

EDDC 705 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing Connections

EDDC 712 - 3 credits
The Ethical Educator

EDDC 714 - 3 credits
Transformational
Learning

EDDC 716 - 3 credits
Creativity, Inquiry, and
Innovation

EDDC 718 - 3 credits
Leading Organizational
Change

CONCENTRATION 1
3 credits

CONCENTRATION 2
3 credits

Year 2 (20) Credits CONCENTRATION, RESEARCH, & DISSERTATION CURRICULUM
In year two candidates complete the Concentration Curriculum, develop preliminary research for their dissertation in the
Research Writing Series, gain focused skills for research design, and enter the dissertation process. Candidates work directly
with a Faculty Chair and Methodologist through the dissertation process. A Research Prospectus is developed and must be
approved by the program. Candidates develop their research design and submit the design for approval by the Concordia
University Institutional Review Board (IRB).
SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

SESSION 4

EDDR 706 - 0.5 credits
Research Writing Literature Search

EDDR 707 - 0.5 credits
Research Writing Literature Review

EDDR 708 - 0.5 credits
Prospectus Writing Quantitative

EDDR 709 - 0.5 credits
Prospectus Writing Qualitative

CONCENTRATION 3
3 credits

CONCENTRATION 4
3 credits

EDDR - 790 - 3 credits
Quantitative Research
Methods

EDDR - 791 - 3 credits
Qualitative Research
Methods

SESSION 5

SESSION 6

EDDR 798 - 3 credits
Dissertation

EDDR 798 - 3 credits
Dissertation

Year 3 (18) Credits DISSERTATION CURRICULUM
In year three candidates continue development of the Dissertation Proposal, which must be defended before the full
Dissertation Committee. After successful defense of the Dissertation Proposal and receipt of Concordia University IRB
approval, candidates pursue research field experience, complete data analysis and continue writing the dissertation.
The dissertation process culminates in a successful defense of the dissertation before the committee, finalization of
the dissertation for publication, and publication of the dissertation. If candidates require additional time to finish their
dissertation, they may register for additional sessions of EDDR 798 (Dissertation).
SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

SESSION 4

SESSION 5

SESSION 6

EDDR 798 - 3 credits
Dissertation

EDDR 798 - 3 credits
Dissertation

EDDR 798 - 3 credits
Dissertation

EDDR 798 - 3 credits
Dissertation

EDDR 798 - 3 credits
Dissertation

EDDR 798 - 3 credits
Dissertation

All classes are subject to change.
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EdS PROG R A M SCHE DULE
Classes are 8 weeks in length, and are limited to 20 candidates to support quality discussions.
Year 1 (21) Credits CORE & CONCENTRATION CURRICULUM
In year one EdS candidates develop foundational knowledge and skills in the Core Curriculum, Scholarly Writing Series, and
Concentration Curriculum. The year culminates in the submission of a Comprehensive Connection Paper that demonstrates
the candidate’s skills for analysis, synthesis, application and connection of ideas to a problem of practice.
SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

SESSION 4

SESSION 5

SESSION 6

EDDC 700 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing Identity

EDDC 701 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing - Style

EDDC 702 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing Analysis

EDDC 703 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing Synthesis

EDDC 704 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing - Issue
Exploration

EDDC 705 - 0.5 credits
Scholarly Writing Connections

EDDC 712 - 3 credits
The Ethical Educator

EDDC 714 - 3 credits
Transformational
Learning

EDDC 716 - 3 credits
Creativity, Inquiry, and
Innovation

EDDC 718 - 3 credits
Leading Organizational
Change

CONCENTRATION 1
3 credits

CONCENTRATION 2
3 credits

Year 2 (15) Credits CONCENTRATION & RESEARCH CURRICULUM
In year two EdS candidates complete the Concentration Curriculum, develop quantitative and qualitative research skills, and
apply their scholarship and research capacities to a problem of practice in the capstone course experience.
SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

SESSION 4

SESSION 5

CONCENTRATION 3
3 credits

CONCENTRATION 4
3 credits

EDDR - 790 - 3 credits
Quantitative Research
Methods

EDDR - 791 - 3 credits
Qualitative Research
Methods

EDDR 797 - 3 credits
Education Specialist
Capstone

All classes are subject to change.

Concentration Options
- Administrative Leadership
- Higher Education
- Instructional Leadership
- Professional Leadership, Inquiry, and Transformation
- Transformational Leadership
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PHASE I:

COURS E DE S CR IP TIO NS

EdD or EdS in
Administrative
Leadership

PH A S E I: CORE

CORE

EDDC 700

Scholarly Writing–
Identity
0.5 credits

EDDC 712
The Ethical Educator
3 credits

EDDC 701

Scholarly Writing–
Style
0.5 credits

EDDC 714
Transformational
Learning
3 credits

C R E D IT- H O U R
Ed D PRO G R A M

EDDC 702

Scholarly Writing–
Analysis
0.5 credits

C R E D IT- H O U R
EdS PRO G R A M

The first-year writing journey begins with a focus on the scholar
as a writer: the writer’s identity. Candidates explore their current
and past writing practices and processes, and then articulate
who they currently are as writers. The course also focuses on
issues such as writer’s block, writing anxieties, and APA style
citation practices.
This course is grounded in the belief that it is the responsibility
of educators to employ ethical practice in the daily activities of
their personal and professional lives. Candidates examine the
underlying assumptions and implicit or explicit theories that can
support or erode ethical practice, as well as human subjects
research issues of harm and deception. As a result of activities
and discussions, candidates transform their personal and
professional ethical lives and priorities.
This course moves the candidate journey from an examination
of their identity as a writer to examining the elements of
style in their current writing practices. Candidates improve
their own writing through a detailed examination of style.
Candidates become more proficient in making stylistic choices
for their academic writing, including choosing appropriate
words, constructing and punctuating sentences, and weaving
paragraphs into elegant compositions.
Based on the view that an individual’s beliefs influence his or her
actions in powerful ways, this course encourages candidates
to reframe their worldview to move away from knowledge
transmission towards transformational learning. Candidates
deconstruct conformity to social and cultural canons which
have permeated U.S. public schools. They examine theories
that are meant to catalyze social transformation and individual
change, and develop their own theory and practice of
transformative learning for social change.
This course emphasizes the key role that the research literature
plays in knowledge use and creation at the doctoral level.
Candidates strengthen their skills in locating literatures
relevant to their research areas and in reading the literatures
critically and efficiently. Through analyzing articles to identify
the techniques scholarly writers use, candidates pinpoint the
choices writers make to effectively communicate ideas as well
as to create and support knowledge claims.
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PHASE I:
CORE

EdD or EdS in
Administrative
Leadership

EDDC 716
Creativity, Inquiry
and Innovation
3 credits

EDDC 703

Scholarly Writing–
Synthesis
0.5 credits

EDDC 718
Leading
Organizational
Change
3 credits

EDDC 704

Scholarly Writing–
Issue Exploration
0.5 credits

EDDC 705

Scholarly Writing–
Connections
0.5 credits

C R E D IT- H O U R
Ed D PRO G R A M

This course emphasizes fostering environments where creativity,
inventiveness, and entrepreneurship are expectations in the
culture. Topics are investigated through popular literature
and case studies of individuals who have made significant
breakthrough contributions in science, music, art, and business.
The course addresses questions like, can creativity be learned?
How critical is it for organizations to innovate? Candidates tap
into their creative potential and discover its value for personal
growth and the health of the organization.
This course moves beyond the analysis of literature to the
practice of developing synthesized arguments that are
grounded in the literature. Candidates explore ways of engaging
with other scholars’ voices to develop their own argument about
a research topic.
This course focuses on helping candidates internalize
the knowledge, attitudes, skills, and values necessary for
facilitating organizational improvement in schools and
colleges. In particular, it zeros in on the theory and technology
of Organizational Development (OD), and the what, why,
and how of planned change in diverse educational settings.
The course content is undergirded by person-centered
values, democratic leadership skills, the ideology of servicemanagement, and is aimed at facilitating excellence in studentcentered teaching and learning.
In this course, candidates explore several possible dissertation
topics to identify the potential viability of them. The candidate
then selects one topic to explore in more depth in preparation
for the initial literature review in EDDC 706. Candidates leave this
course with an essay that explores the topic along with a list of
possible questions to ask about the topic.
In this course, candidates develop a Comprehensive Connection
Paper that applies the core curriculum and literature to a
dissertation topic that was explored in EDDC 704. Candidates
demonstrate the ability to analyze and synthesize core learning,
and apply theoretical and practical knowledge to a viable
research topic. Candidates write and submit a first year critical
assessment for review by the program in order to demonstrate
readiness for advanced dissertation research and writing.

CALL: 1-888-313-8903
APPLY ONLINE: education.cu-portland.edu/apply

C R E D IT- H O U R
EdS PRO G R A M

QUESTIONS: education.cu-portland.edu
EMAIL: admissions@education.cu-portland.edu
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PH A S E II: CO NCE NTR ATIO N

PHASE II:

CONCENTR ATION

EdD or EdS in
Administrative
Leadership

EDDA 720
Global Issues in
Policy, Planning, and
Leadership
3 credits

EDDA 721
Navigating the
Permanent
Whitewater
3 credits

EDDA 722
Leading Across
Cultures and
Communities
3 credits

EDDA 723
C R E D IT- H O U R
Ed D PRO G R A M

C R E D IT- H O U R
EdS PRO G R A M

Mentoring,
Sustaining, and
Leaving a Legacy
3 credits

This course focuses on learning and its connections to the
organizations, institutions, and policy settings in which it
occurs. It focuses on the role leaders play in constructing,
guiding, and improving learning in educational organizations
through planning and policy decisions. The intent is to develop
researchers and practitioners whose main interest is the
development of knowledge useful to the improvement of
learning in educational organizations through the systematic
application of research and theory to practice.

Permanent whitewater consists of organizational events that are
surprising, messy, costly, and often unpreventable. Leaders must
help members navigate objective and subjective events within
complex, problematic, and contingent settings. Leadership
becomes exploration and discovery with members who find
themselves on process frontiers, where they must do what has
never been done before, with few precedents to guide. When
white water thoroughly pervades organizational life, navigation
requires that people be extremely effective learners.

Leading across cultures and communities involves increasingly
complex issues—shifts in cultural practices and racial, ethnic,
and linguistic diversity, and implications for fostering learning in
educational communities. Factors that disadvantage children,
as well as family, community, and cultural assets that support
academic, social, and moral development in effective schools
are examined. The course prepares candidates to investigate
these issues from the individual, school, and community levels,
as well as national and international levels.

Great leaders leave a legacy that transcends them and cements
their contribution to the growth and transformation of their
organization. Legacy is built through decisions and actions, and
revealed in how others feel and think about us, having been in
our presence. Leaders create performance systems that: drive
clarity, connectivity, and consistency; that inspire engagement,
production, and satisfaction; and that foster growth,
development, and excellence in others. Cultivate qualities that
live on because legacy matters.
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As I embarked on my first
year of the EdD program
at Concordia Portland,
I can honestly say I was
feeling the value of it just
in how I was growing as a
student, as an educator,
as a person, as a thinker.”
-CAMILLE SCHULER ‘18
EdD IN TEACHER LEADERSHIP

LE T’S C H AT

CALL: 1-888-313-8903
APPLY ONLINE: education.cu-portland.edu/apply
QUESTIONS: education.cu-portland.edu
EMAIL: admissions@education.cu-portland.edu
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PH A S E III: RE S E A RCH

PHASE III:
RESEARCH

EdD or EdS in
Administrative
Leadership

EDDR 706
Research WritingLiterature Search
0.5 credits
EdD only

EDDR 707
Research WritingLiterature Review
0.5 credits
EdD only

EDDR 708
Prospectus WritingQuantitative
0.5 credits
EdD only

EDDR 790

C R E D IT- H O U R
Ed D PRO G R A M

C R E D IT- H O U R
EdS PRO G R A M

Quantitative
Research Methods
3 credits

This course focuses on library research in support of a literature
review along with continuing development of candidates’
academic writing. The course emphasizes the interrelatedness
of critical reading, writing, and thinking in the pursuit of
identifying and understanding the research literature on a
topic. Candidates locate and closely examine peer-reviewed,
published research articles on their chosen dissertation topic.
Candidates leave this course with a substantial annotated
bibliography of literatures completed literature matrix.
Candidates use the annotated bibliography and matrix to write
an initial Literature Review that presents an argument about
the state of research on their topic. Substantial time is devoted
to critiquing previously written Literature Reviews to help the
candidate understand the differences between a well-written
and a poorly-written literature review. The completed literature
review provides a foundation for developing a quantitative and
qualitative research question and prospectus in EDDR 708 and
EDDR 709.
This course develops scholarship and understanding in social
science quantitative research. Candidates write an initial
quantitative research prospectus based on the quantitative
research question developed in EDDR 707. Candidates identify
their research niche (find a gap, weak connection, or alternate
connection in literature), establish their niche (situate the
research question in context, purpose, and conceptual
framework), and occupy their niche (state the proposed study’s
significance and nature, operationalize variables/attributes, and
determine assumptions, delimitations, and limitations).
This course prepares candidates to conduct sound quantitative
research. Emphasis is placed on understanding quantitative
research designs, identifying target populations, sampling,
identifying comparisons, selecting appropriate measures and
analyses, including descriptive and inferential statistics, and
incorporating previous research and pilot studies to support a
research study. Survey, correlation, causal-comparative, and
comparative designs are examined. Candidates determine the
appropriate quantitative research design, data collection
tools, and analysis measures to answer their social science
research question.
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PHASE III:
RESEARCH

EdD or EdS in
Administrative
Leadership

EDDR 709

This course develops scholarship and understanding in
social science qualitative research. Candidates write an initial
qualitative research prospectus based on the qualitative
research question developed in EDDR 707. Candidates identify
their research niche (find a gap, weak connection, or alternate
connection in literature), establish their niche (situate the
research question in context, purpose, and conceptual
framework), and occupy their niche (state the proposed study’s
significance and nature, operationalize variables/attributes, and
determine assumptions, delimitations, and limitations).

EDDR 791

This course prepares candidates to examine research problems
in a relativistic, yet systematic manner. Candidates are trained
to conduct qualitative research through the coherent study
of methodological designs of narrative, phenomenology,
ethnography, action research, and case study. Emphasis is
placed on recognizing the issues of alternative knowledge
claims, validity or trustworthiness, and in-depth fieldwork.
Candidates determine the appropriate qualitative research
design, data collection tools, and analysis measures to answer
their social science research question.

EDDR 798

The candidate develops and executes a feasible, ethical, and
scientifically valid research study and completes a dissertation
to report the development, execution, and completion of
the study. The dissertation includes: a logical, organized
introduction; synthesized literature review; well-articulated
and sound methodology; scientifically valid presentation of
data analyses and results; and, well-developed discussion and
conclusion. The dissertation is defended before the committee
and revised for conformity with program and university
publication standards.

Prospectus WritingQualitative
0.5 credits
EdD only

Qualitative Research
Methods
3 credits

Dissertation
3 credits
EdD only

NOTE: Must take a minimum of eight times. May be repeated for
up to 78 credits within the seven-year time limit to earn the degree.

EDDR 797
C R E D IT- H O U R
Ed D PRO G R A M

C R E D IT- H O U R
EdS PRO G R A M

Education Specialist
Capstone
3 credits
EdS only

Building on prior knowledge and skills gained through
core, concentration/specialization, and research methods
coursework, this course prepares education specialist
candidates to develop and present a capstone educational
leadership project. The project and presentation will
demonstrate mastery of prior learning and a candidate’s ability
to apply synthesized knowledge to a problem of practice
while using social science research processes and techniques
to support transformational action and improvement in
organizations, professional contexts, and/or local communities.
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Concordia University’s
Education Specialist
Program

INTE RE S TE D IN P OS TG R A DUATE S TUD IE S BUT
N OT THE D ISS E R TATIO N?
Concordia’s Education Specialist (EdS) degree
program provides a specialized, post-master’s
learning experience that can be completed in less
than two years with no dissertation requirement.

How does Concordia’s EdS program
differ from the EdD program?
-A
 n EdS degree can be completed in less than
two years, while the EdD program takes at least
three years

Through the EdS coursework, you will develop
an appreciation for inquiry-based educational
leadership that sees ethical formation and
democratic participation as necessary for the
transformation of individuals and organizations.

- No dissertation requirement for the EdS degree

Earning an EdS degree from Concordia can help

-T
 hough much of the coursework is the same,
the following courses are not part of the EdS
degree requirements:

open the door to a new set of career opportunities.

• EDDR 706 Research Writing – Literature Search
• EDDR 707 Research Writing – Literature Review
• EDDR 708 Prospectus Writing – Quantitative
• EDDR 709 Prospectus Writing – Qualitative
• EDDR 798 Dissertation
(EdS candidates will take EDDR 797 Education
Specialist Capstone in place of EDDR 798)

Offered in the same five leadership-focused
concentrations as the EdD degree, this program
will increase your knowledge base and capabilities
for scholarship while providing practical skills
to support professional advancement. After
beginning the EdS program, you can apply to
transfer into the EdD program if you decide that’s
the better path for you.

LE T’S C H AT

CALL: 1-888-313-8903
APPLY ONLINE: education.cu-portland.edu/apply
QUESTIONS: education.cu-portland.edu
EMAIL: admissions@education.cu-portland.edu
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A DMISS IO N REQU IRE ME NTS
U.S. CITIZENS/PERMANENT RESIDENTS
Our Enrollment Specialists are available to
answer any questions you may have. It’s
ultimately up to you, however, to determine
whether a degree program meets your needs.
We suggest contacting the appropriate state
agency, state department of education,
employer, or school district to make this
determination.
Please be aware that completion of either the
EdD or EdS program does not lead to state
certification or licensure.

Completed online application: education.cu-portland.edu/apply
Applicants must have earned a GPA of 3.0 or higher in a master’s
degree program from a regionally accredited institution.
Official transcripts from your graduate degree-granting institution
and any post-graduate coursework. For your convenience, please
sign the transcript release form if you would like Concordia
University-Portland to request official transcripts on your behalf.
Current résumé including references (please explain
your relationship with the references and include their
contact information).
Letter of Intent, no more than two pages, citing evidence as to
why you should be admitted to the doctoral program or education
specialist degree program, including reasons why you chose
Concordia and illustrating your commitment to degree completion.
EdD candidates only: submit an example of original, scholarly
writing from graduate level work that demonstrates your
best scholarly or professional writing. The sample should be
approximately 5-10 pages, should demonstrate effective writing in
terms of organization and flow, and reflect your ability to analyze
and synthesize information to support your position or findings.
You will be asked to certify that you are the sole author of submitted
materials and that any assistance received in preparation of
materials is fully acknowledged and disclosed. You will need to
cite any sources from which you used data, ideas, or words, either
quoted directly or paraphrased. The writing sample is not required
for direct admission to the EdS program.
Please make sure your first and last names appear on
all of your application materials. After applying online,
you may submit your materials (preferably in one packet)
by one of the following methods:

LE T’S C H AT

Upload items through your online application account.
Scan and email to: admissions@education.cu-portland.edu

CALL: 1-888-313-8903
APPLY ONLINE: education.cu-portland.edu/apply
QUESTIONS: education.cu-portland.edu
EMAIL: admissions@education.cu-portland.edu

Mail to:
Concordia University–Portland
Online Admission Office
3600 East University Dr.
Suite D - 1600
Phoenix, AZ 85034
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INTE RN ATIO N A L S TUDE NTS
International students enrolled in an online
program will not be issued an I-20 from
Concordia University-Portland and will not be
eligible to receive an F-1 student visa to study in
the United States.

International students (anyone who is not a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident) will need to fulfill the following requirements
to be considered for admission into any of our online programs.
The same requirements as U.S. citizens/permanent residents,
plus the following additions:
Proof of a Master’s degree that is recognized by the Ministry of
Education from that country and equivalent to a Master’s degree
earned in the United States.
Your university or college transcripts will need to be
evaluated by an approved transcript evaluation partner.
For applicants educated in a university or college where English is
not the medium of instruction or where English is not the native
language, official score results for the TOEFL or IELTS must be
submitted. Any English test score older than two years will not
be accepted.
Score requirements vary by institution and program:
TOEFL: Internet-based score - 100
Paper-based score - 600

LE T’S C H AT

CALL: 1-888-313-8903
APPLY ONLINE: education.cu-portland.edu/apply
QUESTIONS: education.cu-portland.edu
EMAIL: admissions@education.cu-portland.edu
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APPLY ONLINE TODAY AT
education.cu-portland.edu/apply

EdD or EdS in Administrative Leadership | 01/22/20
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